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This program opens with an early Neoclassical work by Stravinsky, his dryly sarcastic 
Octet, featuring eight players from the Peoria Symphony Orchestra. Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra cellist Richard Hirschl then joins the orchestra for two solo works: Tchaikovsky’s 
lyrical Rococo Variations and Korngold’s compact and passionate Cello Concerto. Our 
closer is Mozart’s brilliant Symphony No.29. 
 
 
Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971) 
Octet 
 
Quick Notes: Stravinsky composed this work in 1922-23. He directed its premiere at 
the Paris Opéra on October 18, 1923. Stravinsky later made revisions to the score in 
1952. Duration 14:00. 
 
Context: Several composers in the 1920s turned to an approach known as 
“Neoclassicism.” Neoclassic compositions reject both the emotion of Romantic music, and 
the more shocking elements of the early 20th-century avant garde. Stravinsky and others 
adopted the 18th-century forms and musical style of Mozart and Bach as the basis of their 
compositions. These works use the clear and logical forms of 18th-century music to 
explore musical ideas in a rational and often ironic way. This is often described as simply 
“music about music”—that is, there is no story line or interpretation implied or needed. 
Stravinsky’s Octet is among his earliest clearly Neoclassical compositions, and he would 
continue to explore this approach well into the 1950s.  
 
Background: According to Stravinsky, the Octet came to him in a dream “…in which I 
saw myself in a small room surrounded by a small group of instrumentalists playing some 
attractive music. I did not recognize the music, though I strained to hear it, and I could not 
recall any feature of it the next day, but I do remember my curiosity—in the dream—to 
know how many the musicians were. I remember, too, that after I had counted them to the 
number eight, I looked again and saw that they were playing bassoons, trombones, 
trumpets, a flute and a clarinet.” Stravinsky had made his name in Paris during the 
previous decade with enormous, Russian-inspired, sometimes violent ballet scores: 
Firebird, Petrushka, Rite of Spring. When his Paris audience heard the Octet for the first 
time in 1923, it was clear that Stravinsky was going in an entirely different direction… 
and not everyone liked it. Sergei Prokofiev, one of many who criticized the new piece, 
called it “Bach, but with pockmarks.” However, the Octet remained a personal favorite 
Stravinsky’s for the rest of his life.  



 
What You’ll Hear: The Octet is written for an unusual ensemble of flute, clarinet, two 
bassoons, two trumpets, trombone, and bass trombone. The scoring and Stravinsky’s 
playing directions give the work a distinctively crisp and unemotional character. The 
opening Sinfonia begins with a wandering slow introduction, before the entire ensemble 
introduces a theme in unison. The rest of the movement is laid out in a quirky version of 
Classical sonata form. He turns to another standard Classical form in the Tema con 
variazioni (“Theme and variations”). Flute and clarinet lay out the theme, which is 
followed by five variations. Stravinsky described the furious first variation as “ribbons of 
scales.” (This music acts a refrain throughout the movement.) There are then sarcastic 
variations in the style of a march, a waltz, and a polka. A solemn fugal variation and an 
offbeat bassoon solo leads directly into the closing Finale. This movement pays tribute to 
Bach with its intense counterpoint, but there are also witty flashes of Jazz. 
 
 
Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840-1893) 
Variations on a Rococo Theme for Cello and Orchestra, Op. 33 
 
Quick Notes: Tchaikovsky composed this work in 1876 for the cellist Wilhelm 
Fitzenhagen, who played the premiere in Moscow on November 30, 1877. Duration 
18:00. 
 
Context: Tchaikovsky revered Mozart above all other composers, and paid tribute to 
him in a few of his works. Both his Mozartiana Suite and Rococo Variations are works 
that are “Mozartean” in conception, though the melodies and texture are clearly 
Tchaikovsky’s own. He turned to Mozart’s music for consolation during dark times. At one 
point he wrote to a friend: “Do you know that when I play Mozart, I feel brighter and 
younger—almost a youth?” He was certainly in need of consolation in the mid 1870s. He 
had been awarded a teaching position at the Moscow Conservatory in 1866, and taught 
there for a decade. Tchaikovsky’s years in Moscow were often hectic and difficult, and he 
faced a constant and frustrating lack of time to compose. Despite its drawbacks, the 
teaching position also allowed him to make contacts with all of Russia’s finest musicians, 
and he still managed to be tremendously productive during this time 
 
Background: The Rococo Variations were among the last works he wrote during his 
Moscow years, composed at the request of cellist Wilhelm Fitzenhagen, one of 
Tchaikovsky’s colleagues at the Conservatory. The work was immediately successful, 
performed on tour by Fitzenhagen, and praised by Franz Liszt and others. To 
Tchaikovsky’s frustration, Fitzenhagen sent a re-arranged and heavily edited version to a 
publisher without permission. Though he was apparently angry at these unauthorized 
changes, he eventually went along with the publication, and this remains the version most 



often played today. It is probably a bit more Romantic than Tchaikovsky intended, but still 
a work that retains the straightforward good humor of the late 18th century. 
 
What You’ll Hear: After a brief introduction, the solo cello presents a graceful theme 
that will provide the basis for seven variations. The theme and most of the variations are 
concluded with a brief woodwind passage. Tchaikovsky’s elaborations of the theme 
range from straight decorations of the melody (Variations 1-2) to lush and lyrical 
(Variation 3) to jolly (Variation 5) to mock-tragic (Variation 6). The capstone, Variation 7, 
is a blazingly fast virtuoso passage for cello. 
 
 
Erich Wolfgang Korngold (1897-1957) 
Concerto for Cello and Orchestra in D Major, Op. 35 
 
Quick Notes: Korngold completed the first version of his Cello Concerto in 1946, and 
cellist Eleanor Aller-Slatkin played its premiere in Los Angeles on December 29, 1946. 
He later expanded the score before publishing it in 1950. Duration 12:00. 
 
Context: Europe’s loss in the 1930s was very much America’s gain. As the Nazis 
seized power in Germany and expanded their control over Austria and Czechoslovakia, 
they began brutal persecution of Jews, Roma, homosexuals, and others. From Hitler’s rise 
to power in in the early 1930s through the beginning of the war in 1939, there was an 
almost constant “brain drain” from Germany and fascist Italy as many of the finest 
thinkers and artists fled—many of them Jews. America was the destination for most of 
them: scientists, writers, visual artists, conductors, and many others. In music, the greatest 
impact came from the influx of composers. A virtual “who’s who” of important mid-20th-
century European composers made their way to the United States: Stravinsky, Weill, 
Schoenberg, Hindemith, Varèse, Milhaud, Waxman, Castelnuovo-Tedesco, Rósza, 
Bartók, Korngold, and others. Los Angeles, with the possibility of steady work in the 
Hollywood studios, was particularly attractive to many of these immigrants.  
 
Background: Korngold was a true child prodigy, and at age ten, Gustav Mahler hailed 
him as a genius. Through the 1920s, he maintained a successful career as both a 
conductor and as a composer. By the 1930s, however, life for a Jewish artist in Austria 
was becoming increasingly hazardous, and in 1934 he accepted an offer to come to 
Hollywood. He spent the rest of his life there, and would write nearly two dozen film 
scores, mostly for the Warner Brothers studio. Korngold’s bold, Romantic style made him 
a natural for swashbuckling Errol Flynn adventures like Captain Blood. He returned 
increasingly to concert music after the war—he had in fact vowed never to write anything 
but film scores until Hitler was defeated. Like his more famous Violin Concerto of 1946, 
the Cello Concerto has its roots in Korngold’s movie music. Its music first appeared in the 



dark 1946 Bette Davis film Deception. In the movie, it is played by the character Karel 
Novak (Paul Henreid), a cellist who has survived a Nazi concentration camp, when his 
lover Christine (Davis) thought that he had been killed in the war. In the film score, the 
concerto—initially only about six minutes long—was actually played by Warner Brothers’ 
studio solo cellist Eleanor Aller-Slatkin. She played a public premiere of the concerto with 
the Los Angeles Philharmonic later that year. 
 
What You’ll Hear: The concerto is set in a single movement. After a brief and 
powerful introduction, the cello introduces an agitated main theme. The orchestra 
expands on this, and the solo part introduces a much more lyrical second idea. There is a 
fierce development before a solo cadenza leads to a melancholy Lento middle section. 
The work ends with a ferocious version of the main theme and another solo cadenza, 
before a triumphant closing idea. 
 
 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791) 
Symphony No. 29 in A Major, K.201 (186a) 
 
Quick Notes: Mozart’s Symphony No. 29 was completed in April of 1774. It was 
probably played first in Salzburg, sometime soon after its completion. Duration 27:00. 
 
Context: The middle 1770s were a turbulent period in Mozart’s life. In the summer of 
1773, Mozart and his father traveled from their home in Salzburg to Vienna, probably in 
an attempt to secure a position for the 17-year-old prodigy at the Imperial Court. They 
stayed ten weeks, and though the hoped-for job never materialized, the visit had a long-
term impact on the young composer. Though he would nominally remain an employee of 
the Archbishop of Salzburg until 1781, he was increasingly dissatisfied with the 
provincial court at Salzburg and working for the Archbishop. In the years following his 
Vienna trip, Mozart made extended stays in Mannheim, Paris, and Munich, always in 
hopes of securing a new position. He was finally discharged from the Archbishop’s 
service in 1781—in Mozart’s words, “with a kick on my arse”—and settled in Vienna 
permanently. 
 
Background: While working in Salzburg, Mozart’s official composing duty was to 
provide sacred music for the cathedral, but he also found time to write symphonies, many 
of which were played by the Archbishop’s fine orchestra. The Symphony No. 29, 
completed on April 6, 1774, is one of these—there seems to be no specific occasion for 
this work, and it is not clear when it was first performed. What is clear, however, is that 
this is a symphony in the Viennese style—the style of Haydn, whom young Mozart 
admired. The four-movement plan of the work, which adds a minuet in the Viennese 
fashion, is much more expansive and complex than his earlier symphonies, and uses 



sonata form in three of its four movements. True to Mozart’s intentions to become an 
opera composer, the Symphony No. 29 also has a distinct opera buffa character infused 
into these “serious” forms. 
 
What You’ll Hear: The first movement (Allegro moderato) leaves out the usual 
introduction, and opens directly with the main theme, a striking octave leap downwards, 
and eighth-note passages that are laid out in strict counterpoint. Several charming ideas 
are presented in a new key, providing contrast to the main theme. The main theme of the 
lovely Andante is pure opera—an aria sung by violins above a muted accompaniment. In 
contrast, the Menuet is danceable and jolly. The outer sections of the third movement 
concentrate on repeated dotted figures, giving the music a certain nobility, while the 
central section is more graceful. The finale (Allegro con spirito) is vivacious throughout, 
with a character that seems to be connected to hunting music. There is, however, a bit of 
sophistication lurking beneath the surface of all of these horn calls and rollicking 6/8 fun. 
The main theme begins with a clear reference to the octave leaps of the opening 
movement, and spins itself out in much the same way. The transition to the contrasting 
material is subtle, as a new theme sneaks in the second violins. The movement closes in 
fine hunting style, with horns soaring above the orchestra. 
________ 
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